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Atmospheric CO2 impacts all aspects of plant development. It has changed in the past and is predicted to change
further on. Studies on the response of crop plants to low and elevated CO2 concerning growth, productivity and
physiological processes are intense. In contrast, the molecular mechanisms of cellular CO2 exchange are still
under discussion. At the same time it becomesmore andmore accepted that carbon dioxide is transported across
cellular biomembranes by CO2 conducting aquaporins. Our recent study (Boudichevskaia et al., 2015) demon-
strates that the lack of a single gene product – aquaporin AtPIP1;2 – resulted in massive transcriptional
reprogramming in Arabidopsis as a consequence of reduced tissue CO2 diffusion rates. Therefore, the tran-
scriptome data of the aquaporin AtPIP1;2 deficient line can be used in the comparative expression analyses for
better understanding the role of aquaporins with regard to CO2 and water transport in plants. Here we describe
a gene expression dataset generated for three biological replicates per genotype on Affymetrix platform.We pro-
vide detailed methods and analysis on microarray data which has been deposited in Gene Expression Omnibus
(GEO): GSE62167. Additionally, we provide the R code for data preprocessing and quality control.

© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Specifications
Organism/cell line/tissue
 Arabidopsis thaliana; leaf material

Sex

Sequencer or array type
 GeneChip®AraGene-1.0 ST arrays (Affymetrix, USA)

Data format
 CEL and CHP files

Experimental factors
 Expression in AtPIP1;2 T-DNA insertion line compared

to the wild type (N60000)

Experimental features
 We performed microarray analysis on control and

AtPIP1;2 T-DNA insertion line to determine differentially
expressed genes. The aim was to compare the
transcriptomic profile of the atpip1;2-1 plants with data,
available in public domains, related to water stress or low
CO2 content. Biological replicates: 3 control replicates and
3 atpip1;2-1 replicates
Consent
 N/A

Sample source location
 Darmstadt, Germany
Direct link to deposited data

The deposited data can be found at: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE62167.
A. Boudichevskaia).
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Experimental design, materials and methods

Arabidopsis thaliana wild type (N60000) and atpip1;2-1 (N519794)
plant lines were obtained from the Nottingham Stock Centre [1] and
backcrossed. The atpip1;2–1 plants were previously characterized by
[2]. Plants were grown under conditions described in [3]. The leaf
material of three week-old plants was used for microarray analysis.
Total RNA was isolated from 5 individual plants for each microarray
(15 plants from each line in total) using the Spectrum™ Plant Total
RNA Kit (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) according to themanufacturer's protocol.
RNA quality and quantity were determined by using a Nanodrop 2000
(Peqlab). RNA was processed for use on the GeneChip® AraGene-1.0
ST arrays (Affymetrix, USA). In total, 100 ng of total RNA was subjected
to Ambion WT Expression Kit (Ambion, USA) and Affymetrix
GeneChip WT Terminal Labeling Kit (Affymetrix, USA), following the
manufacturer's protocols for whole genome gene expression analysis.
The hybridization cocktail was prepared according to the Hybridization,
Wash and Stain Kitmanual (Affymetrix, USA). The GeneChip®AraGene-
1.0 ST arrays (3 per genotype) were hybridized in a rotating oven at
45 °C for 17 h. Standard post-hybridization wash and stain were used
(Fluidics Station 450), followed by scanning of the array strips using
the Affymetrix GeneChip® Scanner 3000 7G.
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Table 1
Analysis of genes significantly regulated in the mutant line atpip1;2-1 based on the
GeneChip® AraGene-1.0 ST arrays (Affymetrix). The information about the whole gene
number and amount of genes after removal of outliers is represented. The data are based
on three biological replicates. The differentially expressed genes were determined with
the parametric t-test and further corrected for multiple comparisons (FDR with p-value
cutoff of b0.05).

Total amount of genes Amount of differentially expressed genes

Before filtering After filtering Up-regulated Down-regulated

Total ≥Two-fold Total ≥Two-fold

28,387 27,197 1550 83 1464 91
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Data analysis

After scanning the microarray slides were pre-analyzed using
Partek's Genomic Suite's workflow designed for Exon-Arrays. All
samples were normalized through the Robust Multi-array Average
(RMA) algorithm described in [4]. The CEL files together with the corre-
sponding CHP files were deposited on GEO under the accession number
GSE62167. The exon signals of these fileswere summarized to the gene-
level. The reliability of data was ensured by the use of three biological
replicates per genotype in the experiment. The quality of biological
replicates was determined by pairwise correlations [5]. High, positive
Pearson's correlation coefficients were obtained with scores ranging
from 0.98 to 0.99 [3]. The correlations were visualized using scatter
plots comparisons of the normalized expression values (Fig. 1). The
presence of outliers on the gene-wise level was in addition proved
before statistical analyses were performed. The data points that differ
bymore than 50% from themean expression value of twomore uniform
values of the same sample were removed from further analysis.
Altogether 1190 loci (4.2% from the list of 28,387 genes) were omitted
from the analysis. This procedure has been performed in R. The
workflow is available in Supplementary material. The data about
remaining genes can be found in Supporting file 1. Statistical analyses
including t-test and false discovery rate (FDR) correction [6] are
described in [3]. All genes with FDR corrected p-value b 0.05 were iden-
tified as significant (Supporting file 2). Totally, of the 27,197 genes
quantified by microarray 3014 genes were scored as significantly regu-
lated. Among these, 91 genes displayed twofold ormore decrease in the
expression rate and 83 genes revealed twofold or more increase in level
of transcript in the AtPIP1;2 T-DNA insertion line (Table 1).

In addition to the parametric t-test, the SAM (Significant Analysis of
Microarrays) approach embedded in R package was applied to the
Affymetrix dataset to confirm gene expression results obtained with
the t-test for highly expressed genes (fold-change of two or higher).
The SAM was performed using the delta parameter of 0.6 and FDR of
9.3%. The workflow is available in Supplementary material. According
to SAM, 152 genes were differentially expressed (wild type vs.
Fig. 1. XY scatter plots of transcriptome data among three biological replicates. (a) XY scatte
(N60000) replicates. Identical values are plotted on the blue line. The red lines indicate a log2-
atpip1;2-1 line). All genes claimed as significant based on the SAM ap-
proach were also significant according to the t-test (Supporting file 2).

Discussion

In thisData in Brief article, we describe a recently obtained dataset of
a knockout-line expression profile (AtPIP1;2 deficient). In the related
publication [3], these data are compared to profiles that are publicly
available and obtained under low CO2 conditions [7,8] or drought stress
[9,10]. The analyses demonstrate the relevance of the microarray ap-
proach aimed to uncover the physiological function of AtPIP1;2.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.gdata.2015.04.018.
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